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About This Game

Arkhelom 3D is a shoot-em'up inspired by classics of the genre. It combines horizontal, vertical and side-scrolling levels, over
70 enemies types (including final bosses), 24 amazing levels, online world ranking, 9 ships types with evolution levels and a lot
of items to improve your lasers, missiles and droids. Also special items: "stop time" and "capture enemies". Play levels ir order

you prefer with progressive difficulty.
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Title: Arkhelom 3D
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
DreamsSoftGames
Publisher:
DreamsSoftGames
Release Date: 29 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium IV

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 7 compatible graphics card with 1 GB memory

DirectX: Version 7.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: 16 bits

English,French,Italian
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wow this is one of the worst game i ever played, it only took 10 minutes for me to figure how unplayable and broken this game,
the mechanic is the worst, there is no option menu even a tutorial, bad game design, and boring gameplay, totally a really bad
WipeOut series rip-off.... An adventure game which is predominantly a visual novel, Little Red Lie offers phenomenal writing
and artwork and gets a very strong recommendation to narrative game fans for both its small cost and short, but adequate length.

The developer of this game first came to my attention a few years ago with Actual Sunlight, a similar game about the
protagonists struggle with depression and thoughts of suicide. Despite the dark subject matter, the writing of the game was
humorous, touching and witty, putting a very human face on the very serious problem of depression and suicide.

Little Red Lie is more about society than mental illness, but the take on society is every bit as dark and dismal as clinical
depression. And, its not wrong. The issues brought up by the game are very real and the arguments are very convincing. The two
protagonists are fully alive, with their own struggles, personality, and experiences shining through. I feel like I know Arthur and
Sarah like real people and I am glad I got to meet them.

Although the writing, dialogue (much of it internal) and characters are excellent, the game struggles a bit with the story arc and
game design. I like that the game is short, but I think it could have been much longer, and would then justify more art, music
and writing and really move beyond Actual Sunlight in terms of scale, scope and value.

Nevertheless, I couldn't stop playing this one until I got to the end, and I recommend it to any narrative game fan or gamer who
likes to read, or write serious literature.

Some other narrative VN/adventure games I have played and enjoyed would also include: All 3 Zero Escape games, The House
in Fata Morgana, Steins; Gate, Yumei Nikki, Mad Father, Higurashi when they Cry and of course, Actual Sunlight.. Just awful, I
had to double check to make sure this game wasnt made for Virtual reality headsets.. By far one if not the best soundtrack of a
fighting game.. Very fun game to play when you have friends over or want to mess around with friends online. Feels like
Bomberman with its' own crazy twists. The challenges are fun and (obviously) challenging. The only thing is that the kb+m
controls are pretty bad, so a controller is highly recommended.
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Forced registration, which does not work. Broken garbage. Do not buy.. The supercomputer building isn't better than an
observatory, so the only novel bit about this mission compared to a sandbox game is the time limit. I don't know how to describe
this game, but it's really good so far. It's completely unique and full of love.. Awesome game with great humour and riddles..
Good graphics, good background music, cheap, simple,

Hope steam will release achievements for this game in future...

Would recommend :). Revisited this game after nearly 1 year and only minor things changed, while nothing of the existing
"game" got improved...
the idea is very good but execution lacks in every aspect. I got sicker than nearly most fast paced shooters and i can stomach
quite some crazy vr games. This game is stuttering on a titanx (old model but still) the appearently laser scanned walls are open
on so many places, other than the textures the game is nearly empty.
The gameplay itself is buggy most modes never noticed me finishend them with no way to end it. Movement options are only
for the core and do not work as well as one would think.
For some reason they added a useless map\/room with some music and ugly animated npcs when there was still so much to fix.

TL;DR; dont even think about buying for this price. The game is as thrashy as the trailer shows. So much sh*t that doesn't add
up it's actually interesting. I'd recommend it if it were 1~2$.. Although I could only play for about 30 mins due to having to tend
to work, these 30 minutes of gameplay told me everything I need to know about this game. The gameplay is engaging, the
artstyle is very unique (especially with regards to your the toy fisherman character) and the puzzles are enjoyable. Plus, the
voice acting is top notch. This is a very, very good game that I would have bought even if it was double its current price. I
absolutely recommend it and can't wait till I finish work and go back to this gem!. Might be a decent game when played with a
controller, but feels like some sloppy/lazy port from console to PC when playing with keyboard/mouse combo.

Horrible control scheme for movement with mouse/keyboard (WASD), also: first game ever that didn't recognice the additional
keys from my G602. There are 1000s of games that manage to support keyboard/mouse control decently. Never understood why
some devs seem to think that everyone MUST play with a controller.

Automaic fail in my book. Refund.
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